11/25/2020
Questions and Answers to CCTID LOI – East Loveland Bridge Replacement
1. Are existing plans available? No existing plans are available.
2. Are there any DBE/EDGE/SBE goals? No
3. Will the Consultant or County be handling required permitting? Will discuss at scoping meeting
4. Is a hydraulic analysis required to size the new structure? Yes
a. Are there are overtopping of flooding concerns with the existing bridge? No existing
flooding that we are aware of
5. Any widening of the roadway approaches? The approaches will probably we widened. The
consultant will have to coordinate their roadway/bridge alignment and geometrics with the City
of Loveland, as they are in the process of making improvements to this stretch of roadway.
6. Will a sidewalk be required over the new bridge limits? If only one side, is the North or South
fascia more desirable? Will discuss at scoping and during coordination with the City of Loveland.
7. Maintain access to adjacent existing driveways throughout construction? Yes, or make
accomodations or temporary driveways with property owners if immediate access to their
property may have to be removed temporarily during construction.
8. Roadway guardrail be required on approaches? Yes
9. What is the anticipated construction schedule? For design purposes, we anticipate construction
starting in Late Summer of 2021.
10. Any upstream or downstream channel improvements? Potentially, will discuss at the scoping
meeting.
11. Will any portions of the retaining wall at the Southwest property be replaced, impacting
property owner’s driveway as well? This would obviously depend on the design, size and
location of the new structure. Our initial review would say that the existing wall will remain
undisturbed and a new wall placed in front to eliminate the old wall. This will also be discussed
at the scoping meeting. A more in depth analysis will determine what options we have for
preserving this driveway and wall.

